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CESAR PRO 07
New School Board
Size: 132cm x 40cm
Weight. 2,3kg
NEW SCHOOL
GOOD UPWIND PERFORMANCE
EASY LANDINGS FOR POWERFULL TRICKS
EXCELLENT TAIL GRIP AND GOOD POP
HARD FLEX
After the long awaited arrival of The Cesar Pro Model, it’s finally here! The Cesar emerges as a
new school competition board designed to push the limits of freestyle performance and
accommodate Cesar’s powerful riding style.
The flat rocker and straight outline deliver maximum speed, grip and upwind performance.
Stiff flex and wide tips create explosive pop for fast, precise take-offs and hot bounce-free
landings for the most powered tricks. The tip wingers make the Cesar easy to control even in
the strongest wind conditions.
The Cesar is truly a no-compromise, total-performance freestyle board aimed at powerful,
aggressive riders.
Pic: ChristophMaderer.com
Rider: Cesar Portas

SKY PRO 07
New School Board
Size: 136cm x 41cm
Weight: 2,5kg

EXCELLENT UP WIND PERFORMANCE
GOOD TAIL GRIP AND EASY LANDINGS
PERFORMANCE FOR THE HEAVIER ONES
HARD FLEX

Introducing the Sky Pro Model for 2007. Already two years in the making, the Sky Pro raises the
bar of performance, comfort and style.
“I use my board in almost every condition with anything from a 5M kite all the way up to 20M!
It’s an awesome board for bigger riders, light wind or any rider wanting more surface area for
hard fast landings. It flies upwind and has insane pop for powered tricks. The whole secret to
this board’s wide range is in the tip design. The tip allows the tail of the board to sit deep in
the water giving it excellent upwind drive while at the same time reducing splash on the rider
from the opposite tip and creating a super smooth ride. The wide stance setting lowers the
riders center of gravity for hard, fast landings.”
Pic: ChristophMaderer.com
Rider: Marco Baiocchi

PHANTOM 07
Lightwind Board
Speed Crossing Board
Sizes:
Lightwind Cruiser 149cm x 43cm
Speed Crossing Board 138cm x 37cm
INCREDIBLE UPWIND PERFORMANCE (INVERTED OUTLINE)
EARLY PLANNING EVEN IN THE LIGHTEST WINDS
REDUCED TOESIDE AREA FOR BEST CONTROL
HARD FLEX
PHANTOM M
The Phantom LW is the benchmark for early planing, rapid acceleration and perfect upwind
performance. Due to its gentle sidecut, this early planing machine is able to sail upwind at a
windspeed of only 9 knots. With a width of 43 cm, the board starts planing in the slightest
breeze, yet remains very controllable at higher wind speeds due to the wide stance that was
shifted closer to the edge. If you live in a light wind area, the Phantom is the perfect second
board in your quiver that allows you to have fun when others are beached and bored.
PAHNTOM LW
Here we are with a completely new board concept. Effortless planing, easy upwind, incredible
speed and best control, all comes together in one new and exciting board design. You can call it
the Ferrari of the Kiteboards. This might be the most efficient board shape you have ever tried
to kitesuf with. The parabolic and long outline on the heel side will give you the longest
possible rail in the water, perfect for going upwind. The specially designed bottom shape will
increase that lift. The rounded outline on you toe side will reduce wetted surface and provide
better control in conjunction with the cut outs on the tips. You have never experienced going
upwind so efficient than on this board. You hardly have to use your body weight to keep the
rail under control. Upwind like on Autopilot.
Fast and furious but a lot of fun.
Pic: ChristophMaderer.com
Rider: Till Eberle

MULTI ADJUSTABLE FOOTSTRAP 07
FOOTPADPLATE 07
Variable strap positions and widths with just one strap
Plug and screw, fast setup
Easy to adjust for different sizes
The new Multi Adjustable Footstrap developed by North Kiteboarding has many new features
and advantages over last year’s model:
This footstrap adds a whole new dimension. It not only permits adjusting size and asymmetry
but also width. Once fitted to the width and shape of the foot it can be adjusted as usual in size
(with or without a shoe).
The newly developed base permits mounting the strap to the North Kiteboarding Footpadplate
on the board without any effort – simply “plug and screw”!

Plug and Screw

Easy Different Sizes

